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Jason Chin (2015):  For my Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project, I worked at Eastchester Community 
Action Program (ECAP) in Tuckahoe to improve storage in both the basement and the second floor.  The 
basement, which is used mostly to store food donations, becomes extremely unorganized during the yearend 
holiday season. The second floor is used for an after school center for children as well as a career services 
center for those adults in need of a job.  
 
For the basement, we installed four donated wire metal shelving units to support the enormous food donations 
that ECAP typically receives.  When various organizations, including Troop 353, donate food, it will help keep 
everything organized and intact while volunteers sift through the donated food.  With the four units, food will 
not be improperly placed on the floors and on fragile tables on the brink of collapsing.  Placing food on the 
shelves instead of the floor is extremely beneficial since the center is also at risk of flooding. 
 
For the upstairs, we constructed 3 wooden shelving units against two walls to hold books, games, toys and 
other items for the children and adults who use the center.  The addition of shelves yielded many benefits.  
The raised shelves unblocked the baseboard heaters thereby reducing heating costs. The shelving also 
improved the upstairs aesthetically and removed clutter from the floor and improved the use of the floor space.  
The upstairs shelving also helps to keep books and games better organized, and off the floor, providing a safer 
environment.  I am especially proud of the second floor project because we were able to assemble a team with 
relatively no experience in construction and build these supportive and tall shelves from scratch. 
 
As I worked towards making  this project a reality I went out to numerous stores to try attaining donations in 
supplies and tools that would be needed. These efforts were successful, as I was able to receive all of the 
paint, brushes, sandpaper, respirators, gloves, and almost all other supplies by simply explaining the many 
benefits that would arise from this project.  Through the generous actions of multiple small businesses, I was 
able to see one amazing thing in action:  a true community working towards one united goal that is able to 
benefit all of those who utilize ECAP. 
 
Like the oft repeated Scout motto, Be Prepared, I believe I truly learned the importance of it in the context of 
my Eagle Project.  Through the piles of paperwork and initial project planning, I was able to produce a clear 
plan for my project that organized exactly when portions of the project needed to be completed, what size 
each wooden board needed to be cut at, and that kept track of all other elements of the project.  However, as 
prepared as I thought I could’ve been, I wish that I would’ve had more time to work on the project as a whole. 
If I had started the project earlier, I may have been able to have a fundraiser and obtain more money that 
could have been allocated to improving ECAP and those in need in our community. 
 
The numerous hours I worked in preparation of this project still yielded unpredictable challenges.  One of the 
most challenging aspects was assigning jobs to the unexpected volunteers that showed up to work and to 
keep everyone occupied and working efficiently.  While fully immersed in the project, it was hard to step 
outside of the constructing and painting to oversee everything and make sure everything was working 
according to the plan.  
 
As I embark on the next portion of my life, I will always be able to look back proudly and will be forever grateful 
for the generosity of all of those who helped make my project a great success.  From the 38 volunteers spread 
between 188 hours of community service hours, to the numerous benefactors who donated all the supplies 
and materials, the Eagle project broke through the lofty goals I set for this project in just one short weekend.  


